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PROMOTION OF THE RULE OF LAW BY
THE KONRAD-ADENAUER-STIFTUNG 

Generally perceived, a state may be designated as one founded on the rule of law

where – within the meaning of a minimal definition – the following conditions have

been fulfilled. Firstly, the principle of the separation of powers must apply; specifi -

cally, a system of horizontal, political and legal controls must be created and the

functionability and independence of the judiciary and parliament guaranteed. Se-

condly, the legality of the executive must be assured and can primarily be guaran-

teed by way of an effective administrative court. The third requirement is to bind 

all laws to the constitution in its capacity as the supreme authority. Finally, and not

least, any state based on the rule of law must provide sufficient scope for application

of fundamental personal and human rights, which should not be deemed purely

 negative rights of defence, but rather should also include pro-active elements.  

The objectives formulated by the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung in relation to its global

work to further the rule of law are closely associated with this definition. 

The foundation advocates:

� institutions based on the rule of law and central institutional elements of the 

rule of law, such as effective constitutional courts;

� the separation of powers, particularly a strong, established and independent 

judiciary and a legitimate executive;

� the guarantee of fundamental personal and human rights, both in terms of 

substantive law and from the procedural law perspective;

� the strengthening of regional unions where such action safeguards the rule 

of law and democracy.

In pursuit of these objectives the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung works throughout the

project region encompassing the entire area of Latin America, Eastern and South-

East Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, South-East Europe, North Africa and the Middle East;

whereby the transnational Rule of Law Programme interacts closely with the indivi-

dual national offices. In a number of cases these offices are able to draw on decades
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of experience in promoting the rule of law – the ex-

ample of South Africa having already been mentioned

above. 

The Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung initially opted for a

transnational approach in implementing its “rule of

law” sector programme, on account of the fact that

rule of law reform processes often take a parallel

course in the various regions of the world. Constitu-

tional reforms after 1989 throughout the entire Cen-

tral and Eastern European region have already been

comprehensively addressed in the foreword. A further

example is the fundamental reform of criminal pro -

cedure observed in practically all Latin-American

countries since the mid-1980s. In this area, which 

may be considered a sensitive “seismograph” in terms

of the status of rule of law development, there is a 

clear tendency towards ousting the traditional written

 “inquisitorial trail” stemming from the colonial period

and replacing it with forms of oral hearings based on

the rule of law. The prominent power of the judge is

being reduced and countered by improvements in the

legal status of the defendant. Whereas previously the

defendant was essentially a mere object within the

procedure instigated against him, the defendant is

now considered a subject of the procedure to whom

specific rights are guaranteed. In Asia too, such re-

forms have frequently taken a parallel course in nu-

merous different countries. Accordingly, an intensive

confrontation regarding the validity of fundamental

personal and human rights has been apparent in this

region for a number of years, particularly with respect

to the right of ownership. In Africa, discussion along

the same lines recently resulted in the establishment

of an African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights.

Thanks to its transnational approach, the Konrad-

Adenauer-Stiftung is also able to engage and facilitate

discussion of themes that quite simply could never be

addressed publicly on a purely national level. Thus,

the foundation is able to ‘focus attention’ on such

themes and generate problem awareness amongst

the decision-makers and within civil society. This ap-

plies for all regions. An example of such in Africa is

the intensifying discussion concerning the separation

of powers in light of an often all-powerful executive

that hinders an independent judiciary. In Asia, an ex-

ample of one of the series of themes that decision-

makers, such as judges, will only address within the

scope of international forums is the previously men-

tioned topic of international human rights protection.

In South-East Asia, in particular, this raises the sen -

sitive question of coming to terms with the judicial
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past. Moreover, a further advantage of the transnatio-

nal approach is that it allows the creation of regional

networks of experts. In this manner, in the sense of

helping one to help oneself, the Konrad-Adenauer-

Stiftung is able to unite experts from individual coun-

tries within a region in order that they may exchange

knowledge of their respective reform processes. The

regular meetings of constitutional judges in Latin

America are an example of this. For 15 years, for 

one week each year, the foundation has been bringing

together constitutional court presidents and constitu-

tional court judges from the entire continent. These

meetings address a topical key issue, whereby each

delegation stages a presentation and describes the

progress or barriers being encountered in their re-

spective country in order that resolution strategies

can be developed together with assembled colleagues.

Many Latin-American constitutional courts only first

came into being in the 1990s and have not yet suc-

ceeded in sufficiently securing their position within

the state power structure. In this respect, being able

to exchange ideas with colleagues from other coun-

tries is frequently of help. Even the mere participation

in such a meeting can often send a clear signal and

enhance the structural strength of the delegation in

question within the state power structure. It is in this

vein that, despite the continually escalating political

situation in Venezuela, the foundation has to this day

persisted in extending an invitation to the president

of the country’s constitutional court, although since

2005 this has not been accepted. KAS meetings of

constitutional judges are also regularly used to ex-

change recent judgements and report on reform

 processes of general interest. Moreover, contributions

of particular interest are published in the yearbook 

of Latin-American constitutional law that the Konrad-

Adenauer-Stiftung has brought out for the last 14

 years. The meetings also provide an opportunity to

directly discuss decisions of the Inter-American Court

of Human Rights with the court’s president, who is

 likewise a regular attendee. Overall, the meetings

provide a unique forum for the judicial elite of Latin-

American countries and ultimately foster stabilisation

and professionalisation of constitutional courts that

are still in their infancy.

In a similar manner, the annual conferences of Asian

constitutional judges have now become a firm element

of the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung’s work on the rule 

of law. The first convention of this kind took place 

in Jakarta in September 2003, directly following the

foundation of the Indonesian constitutional court. 

This was followed by meetings in Bangkok, Ulan Bator,
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Manila and Seoul, which were hosted by the respec -

tive constitutional or supreme courts. Whereas the

first two conferences were devoted to general themes

and gave delegates the chance to get to know each

other and build up trust, since then the themes of

“Constitutional Courts and Politics”, “Constitutional

 Jurisdiction between State, Culture and Religion” and

“Constitutional Review for Safeguarding Civil, Political

and Socio-Economic Rights” have been the subject of

discussion. Participants particularly value the collegial

atmosphere of these meetings in that they provide 

a platform for extremely open exchanges, including

on critical developments in individual countries. Part

of each of these specialist conferences is also reser-

ved for the jurisprudence report; whereby respective

judges present specific cases from the previous year,

which in their opinion were of landmark importance

for the constitutional law of their country. This section

is also particularly well received by the participants,

given that it allows them to gain an in-depth over-

view of significant problems being encountered by

constitutional justice throughout the region and also

affords them a comparative legal perspective. As a

result of the regular meetings, the establishment of 

a union of Asian constitutional courts has recently

been decided. 

The work of the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung to promote

the rule of law throughout the world does not pursue

a purely technical approach, but rather adopts an

 explicitly political, dialogue and value-based modus

operandi; not least reflected in the instruments em-

ployed by the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung. The most

important pillar of the foundation’s work is the imple-

mentation of educational initiatives, namely inter -

national spe cialist conferences, seminars, workshops

and continuing education events for legal professio-

nals, such as  judges and public prosecutors, as well

as for law students.

To support these endeavours, regular publications 

are also issued within the Rule of Law Programme.  

A selection of current publications is provided at the

end of the brochure. Other important components of

this educational work are the study and informational

programmes organised by the foundation in Germa-

ny: these provide participants (decision-makers and

multipliers) selected from the stated regions of the

world with a regular opportunity to gain first-hand

 information through dialogue with representatives of

the German judiciary and legal ethos. Furthermore,

the foundation also grants scholarships to particularly

talented law students and young legal practitioners,

such as academic employees of constitutional courts.

FORMER GERMAN PRESIDENT 

ROMAN HERZOG WELCOMES 

JURISTS

At the invitation of the Konrad-Adenauer-

Stiftung, high-ranking jurists from Africa,

Asia, South-East Europe and Latin America

came to Germany in June 2007 for a study

trip addressing the “Separation of powers,

judicial independence and professional

 ethics in the judiciary”. As such, the event

focused on a central aspect of the KAS Rule

of Law Programme’s work in Sub- Saharan

Africa, East/South-East Asia, South-East

Europe and Latin America.

The foundation guests had the opportunity

to meet with representatives of the execu-

tive, legislative and judiciary from both fe-

deral and regional state levels. Receptions

at the Federal Chancellery, Federal Ministry

of Justice, German parliament (Bundestag)

and Federal Constitutional Court were com-

plemented by visits to the Brandenburg

state Ministry of Justice and state parlia-

ment (Landtag) and the Potsdam regional

court (Landgericht). Further visits encom-

passed meetings at the German Association

of Judges (Deutscher Richterbund) and Max

Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law

and International Law in Heidelberg. 

On 1 June 2007, the group was received 

by former German President Roman Her-

zog at his residence in Jagsthausen Castle

on the occasion of a two-hour meeting

 followed by a formal dinner. Primary topics

at the gathering were the German consti -

tu tional court system, issues relating to 

the election of judges and the development

of judicial independence in Germany since

1945. Foundation representatives included

Secretary General Wilhelm Staudacher.
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